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Solaris - Design Light/Heat Bridge
for perfectly-presented dishes
Flexibility and variety
Use of the modern Solaris light/heat bridge ensures perfect
illumination of your dishes on offer and heat from above.
This combines innovative design and the highest quality
with top-quality materials and pioneering technology.

Diverse deployment and combination possibilities
Solaris can be deployed to save space independent of the
presentation area and structural circumstances. It can be
individually used in combination with hotplates, mobile table
devices and also in combination with built-in devices. The
many combination possibilities of light and heat provide optimal illumination of your culinary skills.

Your benefits
Heat radiation from above with high-performance
infrared radiators
Warming light dimmable (option)
Perfect presentation with powerful LED lighting
Modern design
Diverse deployment options
Swift erection or simple assembly thanks to
numerous supports and assembly fixtures
Double or single channels with various equipment
depending upon use and requirement
Hygiene requirements fulfilled by breath protection
Large selection of standard sizes, special sizes to
suit customers’ requirements available on request
With optional coat of paint to match your
colour concept
Warm- and neutral light with anti-splinter cover

Solaris
Solaris - perfectly suitable for every concept

The range
Solaris with individual or double channel (only neutral light, only warming light or both in combination)
Various supports and consoles for table-top, ceiling or wall fitting
Supports and consoles in right-angled tube (right-angled tube; adjustable for height or fixed)
As plug-in device (T12 or Schuko plug) or fixed connection
Breath protection in ESG safety glass on guest’s side or both sides
Divider shelf to suit Solaris individual or double channel
Colour painting to customers’ requirements
Diverse standard sizes with a length of 598 to 2128 mm, special lengths to suit customers’ requirements upon request

Solaris for free-standing

Solaris for mounting on ceilings

Solaris for table-top mounting

Solaris for wall-mounting

Solaris for mounting on the face side

Individual channel
Individual channel with warming light
(IR radiator 300 W per GN)
Individual channel with neutral light (LED)
One on/off switch each
cable outlet

Double channel
Double channel with warming light or warming/neutral
light with switching function
Neutral light with on/off switch
Warming light on/off switch or selectively with
dimmer

cable outlet
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